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This is another  work  of the most extraordinary  fluidity, borne out  of a synthesis of
musical  style and performance technique – the fusion of creative artistry  and basic
technical  means whereby  the music  is produced.  At  first  appraisal,  this work
appears  to  be divisible into  three  sections (bars  1-24,  25-48,  and  49-72),  and
certainly for the purposes of learning the work, it is advisable to perfect the opening
section before moving on to the central  and final  ones.

The opening section takes the primary  figuration – an interval  followed by two notes
– which is then repeated  as a variation within this fi rst  section with mordent-like
demisemiquavers,  followed by  a reprise of  the original  figuration  but  this time
harmonically  altered  so that  it  becomes a transition into the central  section. This
transi tion is very important  to get right, for  during the transi tion, the modulations
from the tonic F major,  effectively signal  the elimination of  most of the white notes
from the opening figure in preparation  for  the establishment  of  a new tonic – B
major.  The central  section however, does not  begin in the new tonic, but  the first  4
bars are in effect  a carry-over  from the transition started in the first  section. Note
carefully how, once again, Chopin’s blurs the divisions between these sections, thus
enforcing a continuity upon the pianist during performance. The same applies to the
transi tion from the central  section to the final  section;  the prolonged modulations
from B major  back  to F major,  in which the black notes are gradually eliminated in
favour  of  an  almost  all  white note figuration,  demands  a high  level  of  mental
concentration  as well  as technical  skill  on the part  of  the performer.  The final
section of the work sees the return of the F major  tonic with a shortened restatement
of  the opening theme, followed by  a coda consisting of  the modulations that  echo
those  of  the  earlier  transi tions  between  sections.  The  reappearance  of  the
demisemiquavers in bar  67 recall  variation  of  the basic figure from the opening
section and allow a graceful  disintegration and close of the work.



The use of the pedal  is very important  in this work and should only be applied
where marked;  this etude is as much an exercise in proper  legato playing as it is in
testing the ability of the pianist to highlight and resolve the delicate cross-accents
and rhythms that  are an integral  part  of the basic figuration. This is particularly
important  in the central  section where in the right  hand the accent falls on the
second quaver  of the figuration, whereas in the left hand, the accent is on the first
semiquaver  and the melodic nature of the left hand figure is most clearly heard.


